INTRODUCTION
The development of the human being depends on diverse linked factors between itself, which involve nutritional aspects, genetic, physical and biopsicosocials, being that the motor development is permeado by all they, especially in infancy, period of great development of abilities motor, who widely in accordance with evolve the varied age and more arrive to be each time, complete and complex. Through the motor explorations, the child develops same conscience of itself and the exterior world, assisting in the conquest of its independence and social adaptation (Pink Grandson, 2002).

Classic authors (Ozeretsky, Guilmain, Zazzo, Stambak and Vayer) come analyzing the human motor behavior through specific tests, based in the subjective and objective comment of the normal and abnormal motor development. These studies generally conclude that children who present motor deficit tend to progress well, when stimulated in specific and directed way. In the context of alterations in the infantile development, the children with syndrome appear of Down (SD), a genético-chromosomic condition, that reaches chromosomal pair 21 and constitutes one of the causes most frequent of mental deficiency, understanding about 18% the total in specialized institutions (Moreira et al, 2000).

The SD leads to a set of physical and mental alterations, associates to the delay of the neuropsychomotor development. Authors cite some studies that disclose that these children present delay in the acquisitions of basic motor landmarks, indicating that these landmarks emerge in superior time to the one of children with normal development (Spanoá et al, 1999). Of the cognitive point of view, literature indicates a delay in the mental development (of light the moderate one) being observed a bigger comprometimento of these children in the area of the language (Pueschel, 1995).

For Lorenzi (2002), even so the special riots associates in children with necessities can intervene with its motor acquisitions, the "constant supply of experiences for the child, making possible satisfactory conditions for its development" become possible the improvement of these acquisitions. Especially a combination between affective, social, ambient stimulation will be had and physical, all, inside of its limitations, will obtain to develop themselves of a healthful and natural form.

The psicomotora evolution of the child with syndrome of Down follows a parallel line, however with imbalance, in relation to the average of the general population, what it becomes necessary the accomplishment of specific interventions with these children (Funayama, 2002). Children of zero the three years generally receive specific stimulation in special schools and specialized centers; however, to leave of this age, the stimulation reduces considerably or even though it ceases.

With base in these factors, the Laboratory of Human development (LADEHU) of the Center of Physical Education, Physiotherapy and Deports (CEFID) of the University of the State of Santa Catarina (UDESC) comes offering, since 2005, a Program of Specific Psychomotricity Intervention (PIPE) for children of 04 the 12 years with Down syndrome, that if bases on the principles of the evaluation-intervention-reevaluation. The program involves based activities of intervention in the following motor areas: fine motricity, global motricity, balance, corporal project, space organization, secular organization, language and laterality. The objective of this research is to present the PIPE and to analyze the influence of the interventions during one year in a group of children who had participated of the project.

METHODOLOGY
Initiate in March of 2005, the Program of Specific Psychomotricity Intervention (PIPE), is tied with the Project of Psychomotricity Extension, offered for the Laboratory of Human Development (LADEHU) of the Center of Physical Education, Physiotherapy and Deports (CEFID) of the University of the State of Santa Catarina (UDESC). The PIPE searches to promote subsidies for an evaluation and psicomotora intervention effective in children of 04 the 12 years with syndrome of Down, in the direction to optimize its global development.

The children are directed to the project for institutions of special education, as well as for regular schools of Florianópolis/SC and pass for an evaluation through the following instruments:
1. Scale of Motor Development: developed for Rosa Neto (2002), the EDM evaluates the following motor aspects: Fine Motricity (óculo manual), global Motricity (coordination); Balance (static position); Corporal project (imitation of position, rapidity); Space organization (perception of the space); Secular organization (secular language, structures) and Laterality (hands, eyes and feet). The "EDM" determines the motor age (gotten through the points reached in the tests) and the motor quotient (gotten for the division between the motor age and the chronological age multiplied by 100) allowing a classification of each quotient in levels: "very superior", "superior", "normal high", "normal medium", "normal low", "inferior" and "very inferior".
2. Fiche of physical evaluation: using one it balances digital, one stadiometer and one plicometer, evaluates it corporal mass, the cutaneous stature and folds tricipital and to subescapular.
3. Fiche of postural evaluation: using a simetrógrafo, the fiche is composed of the previous, lateral postural comment the posterior one, detecting possible posturals and ortopedics shunting lines.
4. Psicossocial questionnaire: used a register fiche, with objective to contemplate the necessities of this specific project, the questionnaire is applied the responsible parents and/or, being composed of following itens: data of identification, data of the responsible ones, on conditions to the gestation, on conditions to the birth, neuropsychomotor development, social behavior and partner-economic conditions.

From the initial evaluation, the children are directed to the sessions of "Psicomotora Intervention", carried through two times per week, with duration of 50 minutes each. The carried through activities are re-educative stimulants and, carried through of playful form englobando the areas of the fine motricity, global motricity, balance, corporal project, space organization, secular organization, language and laterality.

The daily accompaniment of the interventions is made through a Model of Comment of the Psicomotora Therapy (Sánchez et al, 2003), beyond daily photos. During the interventions with the children, its familiar ones remain in another
environment, where they receive psychological support and information on the development from its son, as well as adequate forms to stimulate it in other contexts.

In the current research, of the type case study, the motor data of 4 children with Down syndrome had been used, selected intentionally for the criterion of participation since the beginning of the project in 2005 (1 evaluation and 2 reevaluations), generically treated as 'cases' (1, 2, 3 and 4) and that they had participated of at the very least 15 sessions in 1s quarter of 2006. For the statistical treatment of the data the informatic program of the "EDM" was used (ROSA NETO, 2002), for attainment of the general motor quotients (QMG) of each child, making possible the comparative analysis of these values in each presented case.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the motor evaluations of the children, are possible to determine the motor quotient general (QMG), gotten for the division between the general motor age and the chronological age, multiplied for 100, supplying an absolute value (ROSA NETO, 2002). The referring data to the 4 (four) cases analyzed in this research can better be visualized in Table 1 and Graph 1.

Table 1 - Results of the QMG of the analyzed cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE</th>
<th>1ª Evaluation</th>
<th>2ª Evaluation</th>
<th>3ª Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>26,3</td>
<td>35,8</td>
<td>40,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>42,6</td>
<td>52,9</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>42,1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46,6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general way, all the children had presented evolution in its motor development, with increase of the level of general motor quotient, emphasizing the positive aspect of the directed motor interventions for this special population, corroborating with other studies (SPANOÁ et al, 1999; LORENZINI, 2002; FUNAYAMA, 2002). Despite this, all to remain in the inferior level "very" classified by the "EDM" (PINK GRANDSON, 2002), what already it is of certain waited form, considering inherent the neuromotors alterations to the syndrome. Considering each in case that specific, it can be made the following analyses:

CASE 1 - Child of the feminine sex, with 8 years and 3 months in the initial evaluation and 9 years and 5 months in the final reevaluation. She participated of 40 sessions in the year of 2005 and 22 sessions in 1s quarter of 2006, totaling 62 sessions of intervention. Its laterality was defined as crossed. As it can be observed, the child of case 1 presented a considerable profit in its motor development, therefore its QMG passed of 26,3 (in 2005) for 40,7 (in 2006). The motor areas of greater deficits in the initial evaluation were fine, global motricity, balance and language, of which only the last one did not get significant improvement.

CASE 2 - Child of the feminine sex, with 6 years and 10 months in the first evaluation and 8 years in the third evaluation. She participated of 36 sessions in the year of 2005 and 16 sessions in 1s quarter of 2006, totaling 52 sessions of intervention. The evaluation of its motor development can be seen in graph 2. Its laterality was defined as crossed. In this in case that, the motor profit was good, therefore it passed of 50 (1ª evaluation) for 54 (3ª reevaluation). The areas of greater deficits were balance, space organization and language, being that it had great improvement in the 2 first areas.

CASE 3 - Child of the feminine sex, with 5 years in the initial evaluation and 6 years and 3 months in the last evaluation. She participated of 32 sessions in the year of 2005 and 20 sessions in 1s quarter of 2006, totaling 52 sessions of intervention. Its laterality was defined as dexterous complete. In this in case that, the motor profit was very good, passing of 42,6 (in 2005) for 56 (in 2006). The areas of greater deficits in the initial evaluation were global motricity, space organization and language, improving in all they, despite the language still being of bigger deficit.

CASE 4 - Child of the masculine sex, with 5 years and 11 months in the initial evaluation and 7 years and 2 months in the final evaluation. She participated of 23 sessions in the year of 2005 and 15 sessions in 1s quarter of 2006, totaling 38 sessions of intervention. Its laterality was defined as dexterous complete. In this in case that, the motor profit was good, passing of 42,1 (initial evaluation) for 46,5 (3ª reevaluation). Its bigger difficulties in 1ª evaluation had been in the balance and the language, improving in the first area, keeping the difficulty in the language.

The results found in this research corroborate with other referring studies to the general motor development of this specific population. Marinello (2001) and Almeida (2006), when evaluating the motor development of children with syndrome of Down through the "EDM" had evidenced that this population presents a great difficulty in the motor abilities, presented quotients of "very inferior" development in the different evaluated areas. Delays in the motor acquisitions of the children with Down syndrome are brought by literature as previsible (PUESCHEL, 1995).

Ramalho et al (2000) considers that the learning of the standards of movements of children with Down syndrome, occurs in slow and difficult way. According to these authors, the compromised area of development more of the carrying children of Down syndrome is of the language, being the evidence grammatical and syntactic difficulties. Our results confirm this theory, therefore the four important analyzed children had presented deficits in the sub-area of the language, exactly after the intervention sessions. One of the justifications for the results below of normality in this area is the influence of the muscular hipotonic tonus in children with Down syndrome, gift in 100% of the cases (MOREIRA et al, 2000), what it intervenes directly with the language, for the hipotonic tonus of the language and the accessory muscle of face (PUESCHEL, 1995).

Subsequentemente to the language, the areas that the children had presented greater difficulty had been global motricity, balance and space organization, corroborating with the study of Spanoá et al (1999), that it evaluated the motor abilities...
of 22 children with syndrome of Down of 5 the 14 percentile years and found deficits in the ample movement and the balance, especially until the 10 years of age, time where they start to present a better development.

With relation to the lateryality, studies show that great part of the children with syndrome Down can present crossed or indefinite lateryality, varying between 15% and 45% (MARINELLO, 2001 and ALMEIDA, 2006). Studies referring the manual preference in children with syndrome of Down, 7 the 9 years and 13 the 15 years, had found a bigger frequency of accidents (left-handed) and of indefinite dominate when it mentions the children of lesser age, suggesting still to after have maturatation of the dominate the nine years of age (FUNAYAMA, 2002).

Despite the resulted basses motor reached for the children with Down syndrome, ahead of programs of precocious stimulation and intervention they are capable to reach more satisfactory motor levels (LORENZINI, 2002; SÂNCHEZ et al, 2003). Our research obtained to prove this affirmation, therefore all the children who had for more than appeared to the Program of Specific Psychomotricity Intervention (PIPE) 30 sessions, had gotten resultant positive, with increase of the General Motor Quotient.

In the research of Almeida (2006), that it carried through 30 sessions of psicomotora intervention with a child with syndrome of Down, during 4 months, observed improvement in the general motor development of the child, with prominence for the global motricity and the language. The negative age of 52 months (in the daily pay-test) passed to 42 months (in the one after test), representing 10 months of motor evolution. Finishing, one proves the positive results front the specific psicomotora intervention, together the children with Down syndrome of 4 the 12 years.

CONCLUSIONS

Deficits motor found in the population with Down syndrome and the improvement of the indices with the program of specific psicomotora intervention (PIPE) justifies the necessity of existence and continuity of programs that aim at the stimulation and psicomotora re-education for these children, exactly in more advanced motor ages, therefore the neuromotor alterations gifts tend to persist. It is emphasized, therefore, that a boarding of evaluation and intervention during all the period of infancy (until the 12 years) can serve of subsidy for a proposal ahead accomplishes of all the aspects related to the infantile development, through the psychomotricity.

The benefits of the psychomotricity in the motor development of children already had been evidenced by Lorenzini (2002) and Sanches et al (2003), when affirming that the work in psychomotricity privileges the physical and mental act, when that are learned to listen, to interpret, to imagine, to pass of the idea to the act and the abstract to the concrete, being essential to the formal learning.

The interventionist boarding has revealed very efficient in the infantile development, especially front to deficits motor in populations special. The knowledge of this project and this methodology can contribute so that other professionals and institutions can reach the objective to provide to greater independence for these children.
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PIEPE - PROGRAM OF SPECIFIC INTERVENTION PSYCHOMOTORITY

ABSTRACT

The development of children with Down syndrome (SD) passes for a constant process of transformation, disclosing delays in the motor acquisitions. From zero the three years generally these children receive stimulation in specialized centers; however, to leave of this age, the stimulation reduces considerable or even though it ceases. The objective of this research is to present the proposal of the Program of Specific Psychomotority Intervention (PIPE) for children with SD of 04 the 12 years offered by the Laboratory of Human Development (LADEHU) of the Center of Physical Education, Physiotherapy and Deports (CEFID) of the University of the State of Santa Catarina (UDESC) and to analyze the results of one year of intervention in a group of children. For in such a way, 4 children had been selected intentionally who had participated since the beginning of the project in 2005 and had appeared, at the very least, 15 sessions in 1° semester of 2006. These children had been evaluated at three moments, semester, always for the same appraiser. One used for this the tests that compose Motor Development Scale - "EDM" (PINK GRANDSON, 2002), that it evaluates the following areas: fine motricity, global motricity, balance, corporal project, space organization, secular organization and laterality. Between the evaluations, the children had participated of sessions of "Psicomotora Intervention", carried through two times per week, with duration of 50 minutes and offered interdisciplinarmente for
positivo das intervenções direcionadas a crianças com síndrome de Down.

Los resultados revelan un progreso en el desarrollo motor de todas las niñas, después de haber participado en el PIPE por un año. Pareció evidente en esta investigación el aspecto positivo de las intervenciones en dirección de los niños con el síndrome de Down.
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